Abstract. We construct a simple combinatorially-defined representation of sl2 which respects the order structure of the weak order on the symmetric group. This is used to resolve a conjecture of Stanley that the weak order has the strong Sperner property, and is therefore a Peck poset.
1. Introduction 1.1. The Sperner property. We refer the reader to [5] for basic facts and terminology about posets in what follows.
Let P be a finite graded poset with rank decomposition
We say that P is k-Sperner if no union of k antichains of P is larger than the union of the largest k ranks. If P is k-Sperner for k = 1, ..., r, we say that P is strongly Sperner. Let p i = |P i |, then we say P is rank symmetric if p i = p r−i and rank unimodal if p 0 ≤ p 1 ≤ · · · ≤ p j−1 ≤ p j ≥ p j+1 ≥ · · · ≥ p r for some j. If P is rank-symmetric, rank-unimodal, and strongly Sperner, then P is Peck. The Sperner property has long been of interest in both extremal and algebraic combinatorics. For example, Sperner's Theorem, which asserts that the Boolean lattice B n is Sperner, is central to extremal set theory. In [4] , Stanley used the Hard Lefschetz Theorem from algebraic geometry to prove that a large class of posets are strongly Sperner and obtained the Erdős-Moser Conjecture as a corollary.
1.2. The weak order. Let S n denote the symmetric group of permutations of n elements, viewed as a Coxeter group with respect to the simple transpositions s i = (i i + 1) for i = 1, ..., n − 1. The weak order W n = (S n , ≤) is the poset structure on S n whose cover relations are defined as follows: u ⋖ w if and only if w = us i for some i and ℓ(w) = ℓ(u) + 1, where ℓ denotes Coxeter length. This poset is graded with the rank of w given by ℓ(w); the permutation of maximum length has one-line notation n (n − 1) (n − 2) ... 1 and length n 2 . This definition is in contrast to the strong order (or Bruhat order ) on S n which has cover relations corresponding to right multiplication by any Date: November 15, 2018. transposition t ij = (i j), rather than just the simple transpositions s i ; it was proven in [4] that the strong order is Peck. The weak and strong orders share the same ground set and rank structure, so the weak order is ranksymmetric and rank-unimodal. The Sperner property of W n , however, does not follow from that of the strong order, since W n has many fewer covering relations.
Our main result is the following: Theorem 1.1 (Conjectured by Stanley [3] ). For all n ≥ 0 the weak order W n is strongly Sperner, and therefore Peck.
1.3.
Order raising operators. For P = P 0 ⊔ · · · ⊔ P r a finite graded poset, and S ⊆ P , let CS denote the vector space of formal linear combinations of elements of S. A linear map U : CP → CP sending elements x ∈ P to y c xy y is called an order raising operator if c xy = 0 unless x ⋖ y. Proposition 1.2 (Stanley [4] ). Suppose there exists an order raising oper-
In [3] , Stanley suggested that the order raising operator U :
and extended by linearity may have the desired property. He conjectured an explicit non-vanishing product formula for the determinants of the maps U (
, which, by Proposition 1.2 would imply Theorem 1.1.
In Section 2, we prove that U ( n 2 )−2k is invertible by constructing a representation of sl 2 on CW n with weight spaces C(W n ) i such that the standard generator e ∈ sl 2 acts by U (a result of Proctor [2] implies that, if W n is Peck, then there is some such representation in which e acts as an order raising operator).
2. An action of sl 2 We define a lowering operator D : CW n → CW n by
where a(w, wt ij ) := #{t < i : w j < w t < w i }. Here t ij denotes the transposition of i and j, which is (i, j) in cycle notation. Note that the sum in our definition is over all covering relations in the strong Bruhat order (the fact that D does not respect the weak order will be immaterial to our argument). See Figure 1 for a depiction of the order raising operator U and the lowering operator D in the case n = 3. We also define a modified rank function H :
· w for w ∈ W n and extending by linearity. Since H(w) depends only on the rank of w, it is clear that for any raising operator U and lowering operator D we have
In this section, we show that U, D together with H provide a representation of sl 2 on CW n . The Lie algebra sl 2 (C) has a standard linear basis Proof. Assume w ∈ (W n ) k , meaning ℓ(w) = k. We have that, by definition,
where ⋖ Wn denotes the covering relations in the weak order W n . Similarly,
Putting them together, we obtain
where by switching the order of summation, we can write A as a sum over j's instead of i's as above:
Here sgn : R × → {±1} is the sign function. Denote the summand above by A j so that A = n−1 j=1 A j and let's see how each A j simplifies. Assume first that w j < w j+1 . Then sgn(w j+1 − w j ) = 1. Let j < j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j p be all the indices such that w jm − w j and w jm+1 − w j have different signs, for m ≥ 1. In this case of w j < w j+1 , we know w j < w j 1 , w j > w j 1 +1 , w j > w j 2 , w j < w j 2 +1 and so on. As a result,
where the last sign is + if w j < w n and is − if w j > w n . The case w j > w j+1 yields the exact same formula with the same argument.
Once we consider all the A j 's together, the last terms ±n will appear as +n for w n − 1 times and will appear as −n for n − w n times. Therefore,
Proof. It suffices to check cases where (U D) w,u = 0 or (DU ) w,u = 0. Let k = ℓ(w) = ℓ(u). Let's first say that (DU ) w,u = 0, in which case there exists v = us b with ℓ(v) = ℓ(u) + 1 and v = wt ij (i < j) with ℓ(v) = ℓ(w) + 1. We view W n as a directed graph where there are up edges corresponding to covering relations of the weak Bruhat order W n and down edges corresponding to covering relations in the strong Bruhat order. There are a few cases as follow. We will see that in each cases there are exactly two directed paths of length 2 from u to w: one goes up then down and the other one goes down then up. Moreover, the edge weights, as in the definitions of D and U , of these two paths will be same and thus give (U D − DU ) w,u = 0. Case 1: {b, b+1}∩{i, j} = ∅. It is clear that there are exactly two directed path from u to w of length 2, which are u → v → w and u → ut ij → w. By definition, U v,u = U w,ut ij = b and D w,v = D ut ij ,u .
Case 2: b = i. As w = u, j > b + 1. By our condition on the path u → v → w, we know that u b < u j < u b+1 and therefore exists one more path of length 2 from u to w, which is u → x → w where x = ut i+1,j and x = ws b . The up edges of these two paths both have weight b and for the down edges,
We have w j − u i+1 , w i = u j and since u i is less than both u i+1 and u j , a(v, w) = a(u, x).
Case 3: b + 1 = i. Similarly, we know that u j < u b < u i = u b+1 and the only other directed path is u → x → w with x = ut b,j = ws b . The up edges both have weight b and for the down edges, the key parameter a(v, w) = a(u, x) since u b+1 is greater than both u b and u j . We need to also consider (U D) w,u = 0 to start with but it is easy to see that all such cases are already included as above.
We now complete the proof of the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 together show that the map sending e → U , f → D, and h → H defines a representation of sl 2 (C) on CW n with weight spaces C(W n ) k of weight 2k − n 2 . It is an immediate consequence of the theory of highest weight representations (see, for example, Theorem 4.60 of [1] ) that U ( n 2 )−2k : C(W n ) k → C(W n ) ( n 2 )−k is an isomorphism. Since U is an order raising operator by definition, Proposition 1.2 implies the desired result.
